Live Remote Monitoring...Everywhere

Logic Energy is a leading provider of Remote Live Monitoring systems for the Renewable Energy Sector. Our systems have been developed with simplicity and value for money in mind, to enable you to efficiently monitor your installations remotely.

As a Renewable Energy Consultant, Manufacturer, Supplier, Installer or End User, you know the value of maximising renewable energy input to save costs and improve our environment. What you now need is the ability to track your system performance in order to deliver optimum returns from your investment as well as delivering a more efficient customer service.

**Logic Energy Puts You in Control**
When working with renewable energy it is vital to monitor, manage and control your installations with live data

- Optimise your uptime and minimise installation down time through system alerts
- Improve maintenance efficiency and cut costs of routine service calls
- Ensure an optimum return on your investment
- Measure energy availability pre-install to ensure the correct installation for the location

**Saving You Time: Saving You Money**
**Increased Energy Efficiency**
- Increase Efficiency: Be aware of system faults before your customer

**Improved Customer Service**
- Deliver a proactive service at all times

**Effective Report Management**
- Access online live information 24/7 in a simple, compelling format
- Multiple levels of hierarchy over multiple sites

**Save Money**
- Compare energy output against expected return
- Choose the most effective renewable source for you

**Instant live remote energy monitoring...Everywhere**
Your Customer: Our Customer
- Renewable Energy Consultants
- Wind Turbine Manufacturers and Installers
- Solar and Photovoltaic Investors and system integrators
- Hydro Electric Installer and Suppliers

Logic Energy Monitoring Process

```
Input devices + LeNet Mobile = Data Direct to your mobile handheld device
```

“Our company provides 24/7 service to our customers, and it is vital for us to know that our systems are running properly at all times. The live information from Logic Energy’s solution allows us to deliver a proactive approach, keeping our customers satisfied round the clock.”

- Derwent Hydroelectric Power Ltd

Instant live remote energy monitoring...Everywhere